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It is shown that irreducible coherent Jacobi sets, under appropriate conditions, are either nil 
Jacobi sets or the usual real systems of roots. 
IntroducCion 
Rootsystems in Euclidean space are used for the classification of complex 
semisimple Lie algebras L. The set R(L,H) of roots of L with respect to a Cartan 
subalgebra H forms a Euclidean rootsystem and the correspondence 
(L, H)+R(L, H) leads to the classification. However, the classification problem for 
semisimple Lie algebras over a field of characteristic p > 0 is considerably more dif- 
ficult and the rootsets do not play as direct a role in their classification as they do 
in characteristic 0, even for the classical Lie algebras introduced by Seligman [6]. 
Seligman and Mills [5] used other methods to study close analogues in characteristic 
p of the complex semisimple Lie algebra. 
For a classical Lie algebra L of characteristic p, with Cartan subalgebra H, we 
still have a corresponding system, and we may still call it R(L,H). This system is 
not a rootsystem in Euclidean space due to the p torsion. In [8, lo] Winter showed 
that certain structures of R(L, H) alone lead to the identification of R(L, H) with 
a rootsystem in Euclidean space, and this enabled direct classification of classical 
Lie algebras of characteristic p along the same line as in the theory of complex 
semisimple Lie algebras [7]. 
Recently, the use of rootsystems lead to more general systems, namely sym- 
metrysets [lo] and Lie rootsystems [9] some of which occur naturally in the study 
of classical and symmetric Lie algebras [9, lo]. 
In this paper, Jacobi sets R are introduced and studied as symmetrysets with a 
Jacobi condition. It is shown in [4] that a bounded symmetryset R c G (where G 
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is an additive abelian group with no 2, 3 or 5 torsion) decomposes as R = S@R, 
(inner direct sum) where R, is a nil symmetryset and S is Bourbaki in the sense of 
[l]. It is also shown in [3] that the unbounded Jacobi set R c Z$ can be written as 
R=H”lU . . . UZF where niln for all i=l, . . . . k. In this paper, we study the 
Jacob set with the mixed roots (those Jacobi sets that have both bounded and un- 
bounded elements). 
In Section 1 we introduce all the definitions and the groundwork needed for later 
sections. In Section 2 we study the relation between the bounded and the unbounded 
subset of a symmetryset R. In Section 3 we have our major result which is the 
decomposition of the irreducible Jacobi set R c 27; as R = S@R, where R, is a nil 
symmetryset and S is a system of roots in the sense of Bourbaki [l] under the condi- 
tions that p > 17 and R has no grey roots. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let Vbe a vector space over a field k of characteristicp and let R be a finite subset 
of I/. The set R is not necessarily closed under vector addition. For a E Vthe relation 
{(c, c + a) 1 c + a E R} generates an equivalence relation on R. The corresponding 
equivalence class of be R is the string R,(a) = {b- ra, . . . . b, . . . . b+qa}. We call 
R,(a) the a-orbit of b with length q+ r. The orbit R,(a) is bounded if 
R,(a) # b + 27. a. An automorphism of the set R c V is a bijection r : R-+R such 
that a + b E R if and only if r(a) + r(b) E R, in which case r(a + 6) = r(a) + r(b) for all 
a, b E R. A symmetry of R at a is an automorphism s, which stabilizes all a-orbits 
R,(a) (b E R) such that s,(a) = -a. If R,(a) is bounded, we define the Cartan in- 
teger a*(b) =r-q and the reflection r, by r,(c) =c-a*(c)a if R,(a) is bounded. 
The element aE R is said to be unbounded if there is b E R such that 
R,(a) = b+ Z,,. a. We say more specifically that a is unbounded at b if 
R,(a) = b + Z,a. We say R is an unbounded symmetryset if all elements of R are 
unbounded. 
A symmetry set R is a finite subset of V such that the group of automorphisms 
Aut R of R contains a symmetry of R at a for every nonzero a E R. (Note that every 
symmetry set R contains 0 and - a for all a E R.) Every element of R is called a root. 
For any finite set R G V, R is said to be the inner direct sum R = R, + ... + R, of 
subsets R,,...,R,, of R if 
(i) RinRj={O} for i#j, 
(ii) a=a, + 1.. + a,, with a E R and aj E Ri holds if and only if a = ai for some i, 
(iii) R = IJy=, Ri* 
Following [lo] we say S c R is closed if 0 E S, S = - S and a + b E S whenever a, 
b~Sanda+b~R.ThesetS~Risopenif(R-S)U{O}isclosed.Then{S-(O} IS 
is open and closed in R} is a topology for R - (0)) whose connected components 
R, - (01, . . . . R, - (0) determine the irreducible components R,, . . . R, of R in the 
sense that R is an inner direct sum of R ,, . . . R, which cannot be further refined. 
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Thus R is irreducible if n = 1. Therefore, R =R, + a.. + R, is the unique 
inner direct sum decomposition of R which cannot further be refined. 
A Bourbaki rootsystem is a pair B = (R *, V) where I/ is a real vector space and 
R * is a finite subset of Vnot containing 0 such that R * generates I/ as a vector space 
over IR and, for each a E R*, there exists a linear function a0 : V+R such that 
r,(v) = v - a’(v)a, a’(a) = 2, a’(b) E Z for all b E R * and r,(R *) = R *. 
A symmetryset R is coherent if r,(ka) = - ka for all k E Z, a E R and ka E R. 
Also, R is reduced if 2ae R for all aE R. 
The strategy in this paper is to pass from a symmetryset R to its image R under 
the closure homomorphism ^ : R+ R ** where ^(a)=6 is defined by i(f) =f(a) 
(f E R * for a E R). Here, R * = Hom(R, Z) and R ** = Hom(R *, Z) are torsion free 
additive groups. Note that R is a Bourbaki rootsystem by Winter [lo]. We say R 
is nil symmetryset if l? = 6. 
Following [9], define S@ T= {(s, t) 1 s E S, t E T} where S and T are subsets of V 
with distinguished element: 0 E S, 0 E T. Identify s= (s, 0), t = (0, t) and write 
s+ t =(s, t). Also, define W, =Z, (Witt root system of rank l), W, =Zi (Witt root 
system of rank 2). 
As for notations a % b always stands for -(a + 6) which is the image of a + b under 
the closure homomorphism ^. 
Definition 1.1. A symmetryset R is called a Jacobi set if whenever a, 6, c, a+ b, 
(a + 6) + c E R are such that a # - b and one of the following holds: 
(5,) (a?b)=o and e=b, 
(Jz) (a$b)#o and ?#6, 
then a-tceR or b+cE R. 
Note that (Ji) reflects the condition for Witt Lie algebras whose rootsets R are 
subgroups of the prime field ZP such that G=b for all a E R. 
Also, (J2) reflects the condition for complex semisimple Lie algebras that 
[[L,,Lb],L,] #O implies that [L,,L,] #0 or [L,,L,] #O. 
Note also that we do not require a + c E R or b + c E R to hold in general, even 
when a, b, c, a+b, (a+b)+cER and a#-b. For example, in the Jacobi set 
R=Z,+(A,UA,)={~~-~CI~E~~,CEA~UA~} where A,UA,={O, ka}U{O, kb} 
andforcr#Owehavea+cr,-a,(a+a)+(-a)=a,((a+cr)+(-a))+b=a+bER, 
(a+a)#-a, (a+a)<(-a)=&=6 [3], 6#0 [lo]. But neither (a+a)+bER nor 
-a+beR. 
This concept of Jacobi sets is a generalization of the concept of Jacobi sets in the 
sense of [2]. For example the set R = Z, + (A, UA ,) is a Jacobi set in the sense of 
this paper but it is not a Jacobi set in the sense of [2]. 
The following results [3, 3.2-3.4, 3.6 and 4, 2.5-2.7, 3.4, 5.6, 5.71 of Hailat are 
needed for this paper: 
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Proposition 1.2. Let R be a symmetryset. If S#6, then a is bounded and 
a* E Hom(R, Z). 0 
Proposition 1.3. Let R be a symmetryset and let a, b E R. Then -(s,(b)) = s&). 0 
Proposition 1.4. Let R, = ker ^  = {a E R 1 B = 6} where R is a symmetryset. Then R, 
is a symmetryset. 0 
Theorem 1.5. Let S c 77,. a be a coherent symmetryset, p> 3. Then S is either 
A 1 (black) = { 0, + a}, Z, . a(white), A, (grey) = { 0, f a, f 2a) or K, (red) = Z, - a - 
{+ka}. 0 
Theorem 1.6. Let R be a symmetryset in an abelian group G with no 2,3,5 torsion 
and let a, b E R such that a# 6, b #6 and c = b + ja E R, for one of the values 
j = f 1, f 2. Then R contains Zc + { - ja, 0, ja} = (Zc - ja) U Zc U (Zc + ja). 0 
Corollary 1.7. If a, b are two roots such that ci # 0, b # 0 and a + b E R,, then a + b 
is an unbounded element in R and i(a + b) E R for all i EL. 0 
Theorem 1.8. Let R be a Jacobi set. Let aE R be an unbounded element. Then 
ka E R for all integers k. 0 
Theorem 1.9. Let a be an unbounded element in a Jacobi set R, and let b, b + ta E R 
for some tEZ-{O}. Then b+i(ta)ER for all ieZ. 0 
Corollary 1.10. Let a, b be two unbounded elements in a Jacobi set R. If a+ b E R, 
then a+ b is an unbounded element in R. 0 
Theorem 1.11. Let R c Z; be an irreducible unbounded Jacobi set. Then R = Zp” for 
somem5n. 0 
Corollary 1.12. Let R 5: 77; be an unbounded Jacobi set. Then R = .Z: + ... + ZF 
(inner direct sum). 0 
Finally, we need the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.13 (Winter [lo]). Let s: R+R’ be a surjective homomorphism of 
groupoids, denote s(b) = b’. Suppose that all strings Rb(a) (a, b E R, a ~0) and 
Rt,(a’) (a’, b’ E R’, a’ # 0’) are bounded and r,(b’) = r,(b)’ for all a, b E R, a #O, 
a’ # 0’. Then 
(1) a’*(b’)=a*(b) for all a,bER, a#O, a’#O’. 
(2) s is an isomorphism if and only ifs is bijective. 0 
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2. Sufficient conditions for R,= R, in a Jacobi set R 
Let R be a symmetry set in Z!:. Define R,={aeR / 8=6}, R,={~ER 1 cif6) 
and R, = {a E R 1 a is an unbounded element}. The usual systems of roots are 
Jacobi sets and their Jacobi condition reflects the Jacobi condition on the complex 
semisimple Lie algebras corresponding to them. In these Jacobi sets R, R, = R, = 0 
and R = R, U (0)) since every element in R different from zero, is bounded. On the 
other hand, the root system corresponding to the Witt Lie algebras of rank 1 is 
R=Z, and in this case R=R,=R,, since every element in R is an unbounded. In 
this section we study Jacobi sets having both bounded and unbounded elements. 
Note that every element in R, is bounded, by Proposition 1.2. Note also that 
R, c R, and that R, is a symmetryset by Proposition 1.4. 
Let R be a Jacobi set and let a, b be elements of i? = R, U R m such that a + b E R . 
Then there are three possible cases: 
Case1.Inthiscase,wehavea,bER1.Theneithera+bER,ora+b$R,.Inthe 
second subcase a + b $ R , , we have a+bER-R,=RO, so that a+bER, by Cor- 
ollary 1.7. Consequently, wehavea+bbRRIUR,=Rforanya,bER1, a+beR. 
Case 2. In this case, we have aeR,, beR,. Then a+b=G+6=&#6, so that 
a+bER,CX. 
Case 3. In this case, we have a, b E R, . But then a + b E R, c R, by Corollary 
1.10. 
In all three cases we have a+ b E 2, so that i? is a subsymmetryset. We state this 
now for further references. 
Proposition 2.1. Let R be a Jacobi set. Then I?= R, U R, is a symmetryset. 0 
In the theorem below, we develop necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
subset R, of R, to equal R,. 
Theorem 2.2. Let R be a Jacobi set. Then R, = R, if and only if the Cartan integer 
function a* is in Hom(R, Z) for all a E R-R,. 
Proof. Suppose that R,= R,. Then aeR, implies that aE R,. Therefore, a is 
bounded, and a* E Hom(R, Z) by Proposition 1.2. Suppose, conversely, that 
a* E Hom(R,Z) for all aE R - R,. To show that R,= R,, we must show that 
R,cR,. We consider two cases: 
Case 1. Let p = 2. Then we clearly have R, = R, , and the assertion is trivial. 
Case 2. Let ~22. Take any aeR-R,, noting that a is bounded and s, is a 
reflection with a* E Hom(R, Z). Therefore, &a*) = a*(a) = 2 #0 and, consequently, 
B# 6. But then a $ R,, and we have shown that R, C R, . We conclude, therefore, 
that R,=R,. 0 
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The theorem below is also concerned with the interrelations between bounded and 
unbounded elements. It is needed for the classification of coherent Jacobi Lie root- 
systems given in Section 3. Note for this theorem that for any Jacobi set R c Zz, 
R, is a Jacobi set by Corollary 1.10 and, consequently, R, = Uf’= 1 27: by 
Theorem 1.11. Theorem 2.3 is stated in the more general context of a Jacobi set 
R c G where G is any abelian group, so that different characteristics may occur in 
the irreducible components of R,. 
Theorem 2.3. Let R be a Jacobi set with R, = Uf=, Z;, and let a E R,, 
CYEZ$--{0} with a+aeR. Then at-yeR for all ~~77:: and a+6@R for all 
6 EZ~ (j#i). 
Proof. Since a + a E R, a + ia E R for all integers i, by Theorem 1.9. Therefore, 
a-aeR, -a+aeR, ((a+a)+(-a+a))=2aER and (((a+a)+(-a+(r))+ 
(y-a))=y+a~Z:~$R. This implies that ((a+a)T(-a+a))=o and (v-(r)=6. 
Therefore, (Ji) holds and, by the Jacobi condition, (a + a) + (y-a) = a + y E R or 
(-a+a)+(y-a)= -a+yeR. If a+yER, then we are done. But, if -a+yeR, 
then -a + iy E R for all integers i. This implies that - a - y E R and a + y E R, as 
asserted. 
Now, for our next assertion, we show that a + 6 $ R for all 6 E Z’$, (j# i). Note 
first that 
6 = r& = r;(a) = -(r,(a)) = & + i5 for some i. 
This implies that i = 0, since & = 6 and 6 # 6, so that r,(a) = a. By the same reason- 
ing, we conclude that r,(6) = 6. 
We claim first that (a + a) + 6 $ R. Suppose to the contrary that (a + a) + 6 E R, 
so that we have 
Rca+u)+&) = {(a+a)+6,...,((a+a)+6)+ka} 
for some k<p- 1, since the two elements a and 6 are in different components, so 
that a + 6 $ R. It follows that 
((ci+&)+8)+kci = ((a+a)+@ = r&) = -ri. 
It follows that k= - 2 (modp). But k>O, so that k=p-2 and 
2-p = -k= a*((a+a)+6) = C((aGa)+8)+Z(ci) = 2. 
But then 2 -p = 2 and p = 0, a contradiction. It follows that (a + a) + 6 cannot be 
in R, as hypothesised. But, if a+6ER, then ((a+6)-6)+(-a-a)= -aeR, 
((a+6)-6)=ci#a and (-ala)= -ci#a. Therefore, (J,) holds and, by the 
Jacobi condition, (a + 6) + ( - a - a) E R or - 6 + ( - a - a) E R. This implies that 
6 -a E R or (a+ a) + 6 E R. But the two possibilities have been ruled out. 
Therefore, a+6$R. 0 
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For the remainder of this section, we study the elements of R, -R,, that is, 
those elements in R, which are bounded. To each bounded element aE R, we have 
the associated Cartan function a*, which is in Hom(R,Z,). We do not know, as 
yet, those conditions under which a* is in Hom(R,Z). The following propositions 
shed some light on this matter. In these propositions, we consider the value a*(b), 
aER,--R,, for beR,, bER,+R,, beR,, bERO-R,. 
Proposition 2.4. Let a be a bounded root contained in R, and let b E R,. Then 
a*(b) =O. 
Proof. Note that 8= b, since aE R,. Since a is bounded, we have 
R,(a) = {b-ra ,..., b ,..., b+qa) where r+q<p- 1. (1) 
Also, since b E R,, b is bounded and we have 
R,(b) = {a-r’b ,..., a ,..., a+q’b} where r’+q’<p- 1, 
-(R,(b)) = { - r’6, . . . ,6 ,..., 4%) C (-29, 4,0,&2b} 
(2) 
(3) 
because R is a system of roots in the sense of Bourbaki [l]. Note that, 
ib(a-r’b) =rg(a^r’b), since b is bounded. It follows that: q’h=a+q’b= 
r,-(a-r’b)=rg(-r’h)=r’b. But r’+q’<p and Olr’, Orq’, so that O<r’sp-1, 
0~ q’ up - 1. It follows that q’ = r’. From (3), we conclude that q’ = r’ = 0, 1 or 2. 
Thus, we have one of the following three cases: 
(I) R,(b) = {a>; 
(2) R,(b) = {a-b,a,a+b}; 
(3) R,(b) = {a-2b,a_b,a,a+b,a+2b}. 
From the above, we conclude that rb(a) =a. Consequently, taking any 
b+jaE R,(a), we have rb(b +ja) = - b+ja. This implies that b-jaE R. Accord- 
ingly, for b,b+a, . . . . b + qa E R, we see, upon applying rb as discussed above, that 
b,b-a,..., b - qa E R. We conclude that q< r. By the same reasoning, we have 
rlq. Therefore, r=q and a*(b)=r-q=O. 0 
Let b,cER] such that b+ceR. Then, since a*(b+c)=a*(b)+a*(c)=O+O=O 
(modp), we have a*(b+c)=O as an integer, since a is a bounded root. Thus, we 
have the following proposition: 
Proposition 2.5. Let a E R, - R, ; b,cE R,. Then a*(b+c)=Ofor b+ce R. 0 
Now we need the following lemma [lo, p. 2431: 
Lemma 2.6. Let a, b E R and suppose that 2a, 2(b + a), 2(b + 3a) $ R. Then R,(a) 
does not contain all of b,b+a, b+2a, b+3a, b+4a. Cl 
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For the following propositions we say that a subset S of R is reduced if 2a $ S for 
all aE S. 
Proposition 2.1. Let R be a Jacobi set with R, - R, reduced. Let a E R, - R, , 
CIER,. Then lR,(a)ls5 and a*(a)=O, +2. 
Proof. Note first that R,(a) does not contain all of a, a + a, a + 2a, a + 3a, at-4a. 
To see this, assume to the contrary that a, a + a, a + 2a, a + 3a, a + 4a E R. Note, 
then, that a+aERO since a+a=&+d=b+b=6. Thus a+aERO-R,, for other- 
wise a+a=PE R, in which case we have a= /I -a E R, (Corollary 1 .lO) and 
aER,, a contradiction. Consequently, 2(a + a) $ R since R, - R, is reduced, and 
if2(a+a)ER,itmustbeinR,-R,. (Note that if 2(a + a) E R, it cannot be in R, 
because if 2(a + a) E R,, then i(2(a+a)) E R, for all i by Theorem 1.8. That is to 
say a+aeR, by taking i= +(p+ l), which is a contradiction.) Since 2a, 
2(a+a)$R, we have then R,(a+2a)={a} and rn+2a(a)=a. But -(a+2a)= 
r a + 2& + 24 = ra + 2a(a) + 2r, + 2a (a) = a + 2r, + 2a(a). This implies that ra + 2a(a) = 
-a-a, since there is no 2 torsion by the condition that R,- R, be reduced. It 
follows that 
r a+2a(a+3a) = -2a-3a. 
If a+3aER,, then -2a-3aER, and a+(-2a-3a)= -aa3aER,. This im- 
plies that a and -2a-3a are in the same component Z: of R, for some 
ie {l,..., k}, where R, = lJfel iZ:. Therefore, ja + t( -2a - 3a) E Z; for all 
j, t E Z. More specifically, take j = 2, t = 1. Then we have - 3a E Z;, which implies 
that a E Z;, a contradiction. We conclude that a + 3a $ R, . But a + 3a = & + 3b = 6, 
so that we now conclude that a + 3a E R0 - R, . Since 2a, 2(a + 3a) $ R, we have 
R a+4a(a+2a) = {a+4a}. 
Therefore, we have a + 4a = ra + 2a (a+4a)=a+4(-a-a). But then -4a-4a=4a, 
which implies that -2a = a E R, , which implies that all multiples of -2a are in 
R CO. In particular, we conclude that a E R, , a contradiction. 
By the same reasoning, we can show that a, a + (-a), a + 2( - a), a + 3(-a), 
a + 4( - a) cannot all be in R. It follows that R,(a) is bounded of length at most 6, 




a+aERO-R, and a+3aER0-R,, we can show, by the same reasoning that if 
a-a, a-3aER, thena-a, a-3aERo-R,. The only roots in R,(a) which may, 
possibly, not be in R, - R, or in R, are a-2a, a + 2a. Since we may treat a-2a 
exactly as we treat a + 2a, if either one is an element of R, we restrict our attention 
to a + 2a. We have two cases: 
Case 1. Suppose that a+2a$ R. Then r,(a) E R,, since a E R,. Note that 
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R,(a)~{a-3a,cx-2a,a-a,a,a+a3 and a+a~R if and only if cx-aE R. Note 
also that, if a + a, a-3a E R, then CY + a, a - 3a E RO - R,, as shown above. Then 
r,(a) =a or cx-2a (if a-2a~ R).. Therefore, a*(a) =0 or a*(a) =2, and 
l&(a)l~5. 
Case 2. Suppose a + 2a E R. Then we consider 2 subcases: 
(i) Suppose first that a + 2a$ R,. Then r,(a) = (Y because if, by any chance, 
r,(a) =a-2a (which is the only other real possibility from among the candidates 
a, a + 2a, Q -2a), then ~~(a + 2a) = Q - 4a $ R, a contradiction. Since r,(a) = a, we 
conclude that a*(a) = 0. 
(ii) Suppose (r + 20 E R, . Then the only possible roots in R,(a) to the left of 
cy + 2a are cy+ a, a,(~- a by the constraint, proved above, that not all of 
(Y, u - a, a - 2a, a - 30, a - 4a are in R. (Applying this constraint with a + 2a as the 
starting point a). This implies that R,(a) c {a-a,cr,a+a,cr+2a,a+3a}. It 
follows that r,(a) = CI or r,(a) = CL + 2a, since LT - a, CI + a, a + 3a $ R m. Therefore, 
a*(a)=0 or -2. From above, we see in all cases that a*(a) =0 or k2, and 
JR,(a) / I 5 as asserted. 0 
Proposition 2.8. Let R be a Jacobi set with R, - R, reduced. Let a, b E R, - R,. 
Then (a*(b)1 16. 
Proof. We have Rb(a)={b-ra,...,b,...,b+qa}. Note that Rb(a)CRO. For if 
b+iaER, then b+^ia=g+ici=ij. Let b’=b-ra and note that b’&R,. For sup- 
pose, to the contrary that 6’ E R,. Then b’# b since b$R,. Consequently 
b’ + QE R, which implies that -b’ + a E R by Theorem 1.9. But then b’ --a~ R, 
which is a contradiction since 6’ is the last root in R,(a) to the left. Now we have 
R&)=R&)={b’,..., 6’ + (q + r)a} and b’ E RO - R, . We consider the following 
two cases: 
Case 1. At least one of the following elements is not in R: 
b’+a, 6’ + 2a, b’+3a. 
Then R,(a)=R,,(a)c {b’,b’+a,b’+2a} and la*(b)1 < /R,(a)/ = JR,,(a)/ =3. 
Case 2. All of these elements, b’ + a, b’ + 2a, 6’ + 3a, are in R. Note that 6’ + a, 
b’+2a, b’+3a are in RO. Also note that R,(a)=R,,(a)={b’,b’+a,b’+2a,b’+3 
a, . . . , b’ + (q+ r)a} and so q+ r-2 3. We divide the discussion below into three 
subcases. 
(i) b’+aER,. Then, using Proposition 2.7, a string R,,+,(a) cannot contain 
6’, b’+a, b’+2a, b’+3a, b’+4a, b’+5a. This implies that R,,(a)c{b’,b’+ 
a,b’+2a,b’+3a,b’+4a). Therefore, (a*(b)\ < IRb(u)( = IR,*(a)( =5. 
(ii) b’+3aE R,. Then, using Proposition 2.7, we have R,.(a) G {b’, 6’ +a, 
6’+2a,b’+3a,b’+4a,b’+5a,b’+6a). Therefore la*(b)l</R,(a))=IRb,(a)J17. 
That is, Ja*(b)J 16. 
(iii) Suppose that b’ + a and 6’ + 3a E R, - R, . We may apply Lemma 2.6 with 
a for a and b’ for b since 2a@R, 2(b’+a)$R, 2(6’+3a)$R. For if 2aeR, then 
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2ac R, and i(2a)E R, by Theorem 1.8. This implies that aE R, by taking 
i = +(p + 1) which is a contradiction. By using the same reasoning we can show that 
2(b’ + a) I$ R and 2(b’ + 3a) $ R. Applying Lemma 2.6 with a for a and b’ for b, we 
conclude that Rbl(a) does not contain all of b’, b’ +a, b’ +2a, b’ + 3a, b’ +4a. 
Since b’, b’+a, b’+3aER, it follows that b’+2a$R or b’c4a&R, so that 
q+r=l or 3 andq+rs3. Since /a*(b)lslq+r/s3, weconcludethat la*(b)ls3. 
In each of the three possible cases discussed above, we have established that 
la*(b)\ 56. 0 
We now have, finally, laid the groundwork which is needed to prove the following 
two theorems: 
Theorem 2.9. Let p > 17 and let R c 77; be a Jacobi set with R, - R, reduced. Then 
a* E Hom(R, Z) for all a E R0 - R, . 
Proof. Let a, b, c, b + c E R. Then 
a*(b+c) = (a*(b)+a*(c)) modp. 
But la*(b)1 ~6 by Propositions 2.4, 2.5, 2.7, 2.8. Thus, a*(b+c)=a*(b)+a*(c), 
since p> 17. 0 
Theorem 2.10. Let p> 17 and let R be a Jacobi set in Zi with R,,- R, reduced. 
Then R,=R,. 
Proof. We have a* E Hom(R, Z) for all a E R, - R,, by the previous theorem, and 
a* eHom(R,Z) for any a~ RI by Proposition 1.2. Therefore, a* cHom(R,Z) for 
every aE R-R,. This implies that R, = R,, by Theorem 2.2. Cl 
Remark. We know that a* E Hom(R, Zp). But the restriction p > 17 has been used 
to show that a* ~Hom(R,i2), since la*(b)/ 56. Otherwise, we may have 
a*(b+c)~a*(b)+a*(c)(modp).Forp~17,wedonotknowofanyexamplewhere 
the two theorems fail. 
3. The structure of a Jacobi set 
In this section, we study the structure of a Jacobi set R by relying heavily on the 
Z-closure mapping and on the Weyl group W(R) of the image Z?. For this, let us 
begin with a symmetryset R c Zz. Then R is a Bourbaki rootsystem in the sense of 
[l] withoadded. Let ii=(b, ,..., b,) beabaseofR.Letal ,..., a,ERsatisfyGi=bi 
for all i=l ,..., rt. Let 7r={ar ,..., a,,}. Then rr is called a base of R or a regular 
subset of R. Define S, = n and for i 2 0 define Si+ , inductively by 
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Si+[={CIC=Cj,+ ... + Cj, for some t 2 0, Cj,, . . . , Cj, E + S;, 
Cj,+ *** +cjUER for lru<t). 
Then define S= UnzO S,. This gives O=a, ES and S= -S. Throughout this sec- 
tion we consider R c Z: for some positive integer n. 
Theorem 3.1. Let R be a symmetryset and let TI be a regular subset of R. Let S be 
a subset of R constructed as above. Then 
(1) If seS, then there exist integers m,,...,m, such that s=mla,+ ..’ tm,a, 
and s^=m,dl + 1.. +m,ci,; 
(2) S is a subsymmetryset of R; 
(3) - : S-r&? is an isomorphism; 
(4) R c SO&; 
(51 If Q f R, > acS and a+aER, then S+ucR. 
Proof, (1) This is immediate for SE So and follows for s E Sj by induction on j. 
(2) Let a,bES. Then a+beR implies a+bES and a-bgR implies a-bES. 
Thus S,(b) = R,(b), so (2) holds. 
(3) Suppose c,dES, C=d^. Let c=C~=lmjai, d=C:,,m;a; be as in (1). Then 
f= C micii= C mibi=ri= C mjb, so, by the linear independence of 5, m,=m; for all 
i and so c = d. Hence ^ is one-to-one. 
Let XER. Then there exists t10 and i, ,..., il,ilfl ~(l,..., n} SO that x=sb,,sb,, 
. . . sb,,,(bi,+ ,) (as every element of R^ is conjugate to an element of ir under the Weyl 
group). Let y = s,,,sa,z.. s,, (ai,+ ,)E S. Then _9 =x (Proposition 1.3). Hence ^  is onto. 
(4) Let CER. If ~!=6, then CER~CS@R~. If ?#6, then there exists OfaeS 
with ci=iZ. If c-aER, then c=a+(c-a)ES@R,. If c-a@R, then R,(a)= 
{c,c+a,..., c + qa} for some q 2 0 and s,(c) = c + qa. But -(s,(c)) = se(~) = s?(Z) = 
-i? and also -(s,(c))=^(c+qa) =E+ qB=(q+ l)c? so q = -2. Hence R,(a) = 
{c,c+a,..., c + (p - 2)a} since R 5. Zi. This implies that R,(d) = (C, e + ii, . . . ,C + 
(p-2)ti,P+(p- l)Li} =?+Z,d since E+(p- l)ri=&6=6 as noted before. 
Therefore, ii is an unbounded root in a Bourbaki root system, a contradiction. 
(5) Let W be the group of automorphisms of R generated by (sb 1 bES) and let 
@ be the Weyl group of R^. Note that sb(o) =CI for all b ES, since 
-(.s~(cE)) = ss(&) = 6 and sb(a) = cr + jb for some j . Therefore, W(a + cx) f (S + FY) Cl R. 
Also -( W(a + a)) = l&i = I?. Thus ^ maps (S+ a) f7R onto &. Thus if s E S, there ex- 
ists tES with t+aE R and tia=.?. But this implies 9=t^and so (since-: S-+R^ is 
injective) s=t. Thus S+CYE R and so S+acR. 0 
Theorem 3.2. Let R c Zz be an irreducible Jacobi set and let R fRO = R,. Let S be 
the subsymmetry set of R constructed at the beginning of this section. Then 
R = S@R, where R, = ufz, Z: for some positive integer k. 
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Proof. Note that if R is an irreducible Jacobi set, then R, need not be irreducible 
and, therefore, R,= lJf=, Z; for some positive integer k by Corollary 1.12. Note 
that R c_ S@Ro by Theorem 3.1(4). It remains to show that S@Ro CR. For this let 
CXERo. Then a~222 for some ni. We claim that there exists XES such that 
x + a E R. For suppose otherwise. 
Then R=~~U(~~(~;~~~~)~nR~ since x+agR for all XES, CYEZ: and 
since R c S@R, by Theorem 3.1(4). This contradicts the fact that R is irreducible. 
We conclude that x+ a E R for some XE S. Then S-t a c R by (1). This implies that 
S@Z: c R by Theorem 2.3. But IX can be chosen from any Z:. Hence SOR, CR, 
so that R = S@R,. III 
Note that in Theorem 3.2, we have the restriction R, = R, . In what follows we 
want to find a more natural condition which is equivalent to this restriction. We 
know from Theorem 1.5 that the only coherent rank 1 symmetrysets are A, (black), 
A,(grey), Kr(red) and IV, =iZ,(white). Note that Kr is not a Jacobi set since 
+(P-3)a++(p-3)a+a=(p-2)a~Ki and j(~-3)a+a=+(p- l)a$K,, for 
p > 7. Then the only coherent Jacobi sets of rank 1 are A,, a, and Wr . 
We need the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.3. Let R f Zi be a coherent Jacobi set with no grey roots (ifa~ R, then 
*2a$R). Then Ro=Rm, forp>ll. 
Proof. Let aE R,. Then Ra = RnZa is a subsymmetry set of R since R is coherent. 
But Ra is of rank 1. Then Ra =A 1 or W, since K, is not a Jacobi set and R has no 
grey roots. This implies that Ho-R, is reduced and, by Theorem 2.10, R,=R,, 
p>17. q 
Now, Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 imply the following decomposition theorem 
announced in the introduction: 
Theorem 3.4. Let R c 2;: be an irreducible coherent Jacobi set with no grey roots. 
Then R = S@Ro where Srff is a system of roots in the sense of Bourbaki [l] with 
0 added and RO= UfzI “2: for some k, for p> 17. Cl 
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